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ABSTRACT
Reverse engineering is still a challenging process, notably because
of the growing number, heterogeneity, complexity, and size of soft-
ware applications. While the analysis of their structural elements
has been intensively investigated, there is much less work covering
the reverse engineering of their behavioral aspects. To further stim-
ulate research on this topic, we propose fREX as an open frame-
work for reverse engineering of executable behaviors from exist-
ing software code bases. fREX currently provides model discovery
support for behavior embedded in Java code, employs the OMG’s
fUML standard language as executable pivot format for dynamic
analysis, and uses model transformations to bridge Java and fUML.
Thus, fREX also aims at contributing to explore the relationship
between programming languages (e.g., Java) and executable mod-
eling languages (e.g., fUML). In this paper, we describe the pro-
posed fREX framework and its current reverse engineering support
covering some core Java features. In addition we discuss how the
framework can be used for performing different kinds of dynamic
analysis on existing software, as well as how it could be extended
in the future.
Keywords
Reverse Engineering; Executable Behavior; Dynamic Analysis; Pro-
gramming Language; Executable Modeling Language; fUML
1. INTRODUCTION
Reverse engineering is fundamental in several software engineer-
ing activities and contributes to facilitate software comprehension
in many ways. Over the years, it has proven its relevance and use-
fulness both during and after software design, development, main-
tenance, evolution or modernization tasks. However, despite the
already important achievements in this area, significant challenges
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remain to be tackled [11]. Properly reverse engineering the exe-
cutable behavior of existing software is one of them. Indeed, while
there has been a strong focus on static analysis techniques for struc-
tural aspects of software, there have been (much) less attempts to
target their behavioral aspects by dynamic analysis techniques.
A practical illustration is the ARTIST initiative, which is an in-
ternational collaborative project gathering research institutions and
industrial partners coming from 7 different European countries [1].
The project has been funded by the European Commission dur-
ing 3 years, and has resulted in both an overall methodology and
the related tooling aimed at providing a global model-based re-
engineering approach for migrating existing software more easily
to novel cloud offerings [5]. Notably, this involves selecting a cloud
storage solution given a set of persistence requirements derived
from software implemented in a variety of programming languages.
This in turn requires at least (i) to obtain a precise data model and
(ii) to understand how application data is persisted and retrieved.
However, statically producing a representation allowing to reason
on structural aspects is not enough. On the contrary, it is highly
required to dynamically analyze the behavioral aspects of the sys-
tem for deriving improvements concerning non-functional aspects.
Dealing with such a scenario highlighted the practical need for a
dynamic/behavioral reverse engineering support, as well as the ef-
fort required to realize it separately for several different program-
ming languages (e.g., Java or C# that were both in the scope of the
project). This would imply duplicating the work, e.g., to instru-
ment source code and produce the runtime information in terms of
machine-interpretable execution traces.
Among the different paradigms and underlying approaches avail-
able to tackle these problems, Model Driven Reverse Engineer-
ing (MDRE) is a promising one [9] that has been applied in the
ARTIST context. MDRE encourages the application of model driven
engineering (MDE) principles and techniques to generate relevant
model-based representations of existing software applications. To
do so, the use of a multi-viewpoint modeling language such as
UML is quite often considered [28]. It enables expressing model-
based views of the applications independently from the program-
ming languages that are used to implement them. Studying such
mappings between programming and modeling languages (e.g., Java
and UML) has a long tradition in both reverse and forward engi-
neering. The work in this area focuses mainly on UML’s class di-
agram to capture structural aspects of an application, while behav-
ioral aspects are typically expressed (mostly partially) in terms of
sequence and statechart diagrams. With the relatively recent emer-
gence of the fUML standard [24], UML’s activity diagrams appear
to be more appropriate for capturing behavioral aspects in a way
that they can be executed directly at model-level.
In this paper, we introduce fREX as a twofold contribution: 1) an
open extensible framework that is capable of automatically generat-
ing and executing fUML models from existing applications, and 2)
a base mapping between the UML’s languages for activity/class di-
agrams (i.e., fUML) and the core language features of Java, putting
the focus on behavioral aspects and their execution at model-level.
To be able to obtain the required runtime information, fUML comes
with a dedicated virtual machine (VM) that has been extended to
provide execution traces as a runtime model [22]. We believe our
proposed approach comes with the following interesting benefits:
• (i) genericity and reusability are fostered as developed anal-
ysis techniques can be potentially applied to arbitrary source
code, assuming that a mapping from the employed language
to fUML is provided;
• (ii) extensibility is made easier as new languages can be
mapped at any time to the pivot (also making possible to
combine several programs written with different languages
into a same fUML model), as well as new analysis compo-
nents provided on top of it;
• (iii) non-intrusiveness is ensured as instrumenting the source
code and serializing the obtained runtime information is no
longer required, execution traces being produced directly by
the fUML VM.
In Section 2, we briefly introduce fUML and present the overall
architecture of our fREX framework. Then in Section 3, we in-
troduce our Java-to-fUML mapping by means of a concrete exam-
ple. To provide more insights into fREX, we also show the runtime
model produced by the fUML VM as a result of executing the ob-
tained fUML model. In Section 4, we describe our current Eclipse-
based implementation of the fREX framework. In Section 5, we
list several possible application scenarios that can be realized on
top of the fREX framework. Finally, we discuss the related work
in Section 6 before we conclude with an outlook on next steps in
Section 7.
2. THE fREX FRAMEWORK
A fundamental idea of the proposed fREX framework is the cen-
tral use of a common representation format for all behavioral con-
cerns. fUML [24], as a subset of UML focusing on executability
aspects, plays the essential role of a pivot language in our solution.
Thus, we briefly introduce fUML in Section 2.1 and then present
the overall architecture of fREX in Section 2.2.
2.1 fUML in a Nutshell
Application behavior can be defined in UML either interaction-
oriented by using sequence diagrams or state-oriented by using
state machine diagrams. The behavior triggered by such interac-
tions and states can be represented in details by means of activity
diagrams. Recently, the formal semantic definition of two core sub-
languages of UML, namely class and activity diagrams, has been
considerably improved. fUML corresponds to this core subset of
UML that has been identified as relevant for representing software
behavior with the main purpose of executing it. In particular, the
fUML standard [24] makes explicit the semantics of these two sub-
languages for a dedicated virtual machine (fUML VM) that is able
to interpret both class and activity diagrams [27]. Thus, similarly
defined forJava 
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Figure 1: fREX Overall Architecture
to existing object-oriented programming languages (e.g., Java or
C#), fUML provides concepts for defining classes with attributes
and operations, abstract classes, multiple inheritance, enumerations
as well as an extensible type system. Operation bodies are imple-
mented by activities and via the action language provided by UML.
It is a complete language which enables expressing manipulations
and other computations. Hence, fUML appears to be a potential
language for capturing the behavior of source code at model-level.
As it is capable to represent the behavior in executable form, it
enables dynamic analysis to be carried out directly at model-level
instead of code-level. This is beneficial for realizing model-based
analysis tools.
2.2 fREX Architecture
The fREX framework is intended to facilitate the construction
of several structural and behavioral views on a given software, and
this at different levels of abstraction depending on the reverse en-
gineering needs. It is made easier notably thanks to the core use
of models, which allows directly benefiting from related modeling
techniques such as multi-viewpoint modeling and model transfor-
mation (e.g., for view computation, refinement, slicing, querying,
execution, to name just a few). Thus fREX follows the typical two-
phase process of many MDRE frameworks [9]:
• Model Discovery generates from the software artifacts and/or
their executions the needed initial models representing the
raw behavior of the considered software. In our present case,
base fUML [24] models are automatically discovered from
Java source code.
• Model Understanding further analyzes the previously ob-
tained fUML models by producing derived traces and/or mod-
els proposing different additional relevant views. In our present
case, we employ a fUML VM to execute these models and
test the produced traces.
The overall architecture of fREX and its current Java support is
presented in Figure 1.
Producing fUML-based representations from source code requires
both overcoming different encodings and resolving language het-
erogeneities [7]. Thus, instead of directly translating plain code
into fUML, a two-step approach is preferable for the fUML model
discovery phase. Firstly, the source code is translated into a code
model (a Java model in the present case) using a low-level specific
model discoverer. The obtained model conforms to a metamodel of
the programming language that precisely describes its terminology
and structures. Secondly, this code model is translated into a fUML
model that resolves language heterogeneities by relying on the cor-
respondences between the given language (here Java) and fUML
metamodels. This is implemented as a so-called transformer.
Having obtained a proper fUML model, it can then be directly
executed by the fUML VM in a model understanding phase. In
previous work, we incorporated additional tracing support into an
existing fUML VM [22]. In particular, we elaborated on a meta-
model allowing to capture the runtime behavior of fUML models in
terms of execution traces and extended the fUML VM for record-
ing execution traces as instances of this metamodel. Hence, as a
result of the model execution onto the fUML VM, a runtime model
is produced capturing execution traces referring to the executed
fUML model. They provide information on executed activities and
their actions including information about their call hierarchy, and
the chronological and logical order of their execution, as well as in-
formation on the runtime states of the model during the execution.
The generated runtime model along with the previously discovered
fUML model can then be exploited by model-based analysis tech-
niques. These include model refinement, slicing or view generation
for instance (see Section 5 for possible application scenarios).
In addition, in order to check the validity of the produced fUML
models, we apply a test-driven approach. The base idea is to define
and run unit tests for asserting that the discovered fUML models
actually capture the original behavior of the Java code. Actually,
we compare for a given input the result of a given fUML model
execution (i.e. a runtime model) against the result of running the
corresponding piece of code. We apply this approach to continu-
ously validate new language correspondences that are implemented
by the available transformers (e.g. the Java-to-fUML one, cf. Sec-
tion 3). Please note that the code-level test cases are for now manu-
ally translated into model-level test cases and that model-level test
cases are—like the fUML VM—implemented with Java. However,
an automated translation of test cases is in principle possible if all
programming language constructs needed for defining test cases are
supported by the model discoverer.
To conclude and recall from the introduction, the proposed ar-
chitecture for the fREX framework (including notably the use of
fUML as a pivot representation format) comes with several inter-
esting benefits from a reverse engineering point of view. Firstly it
allows extensibility from the model discovery perspective, as new
model discovery components targeting fUML can be implemented
from various kinds of software inputs. For instance, different fUML
model discoverers could be built for supporting behavioral reverse
engineering from both Java and C# source code. Secondly it also
permits genericity and reusability from the model understanding
and analysis perspective, as existing components consuming fUML
models can be reused independently from the original nature of the
treated software. This way, the same execution capabilities and/or
analysis transformations can be used indifferently on all fUML
models. Moreover, the fact of considering only (fUML) models for
execution and analysis provides an interesting non-intrusiveness
property to the framework. Hence no modifications (e.g., for code
instrumentation purposes) are required at source-level anymore, as
everything can be performed at model-level (e.g., via utilizing the
used fUML VM).
3. THE JAVA-TO-fUML EXAMPLE
To demonstrate the capabilities of the fREX framework for an
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Figure 2: Java code expressed and executed by means of fUML
extensively used programming language, we decided to start work-
ing on the Java case. As an example, Figure 2 gives an overview
of the different artifacts and models considered and produced by
fREX from a given piece of Java code. Notably, some Java code
and a corresponding (reverse engineered) fUML model are depicted
there. Application structure and behavior are captured by a class di-
agram and activity diagram, respectively. An excerpt of the traces
resulting from the execution of the illustrated activity (i.e. the run-
time model) is shown beneath the diagrams. Due to the high com-
plexity of a complete mapping between Java and fUML, we started
by addressing a subset of Java called MiniJava1. Thus, we de-
cided to voluntarily delay the treatment of some other aspects of
the language (cf. Section 7). Our current Java-to-fUML mapping
is inspired from initial work within the standard fUML specifica-
tion [24] which we refined, extended, and implemented in terms of
a Java-to-fUML model transformation (cf. Section 4).
Table 1 introduces the conceptual mapping required to discover
an fUML model form the Java code of Figure 2. It shows the rules
for translating the statements of the createStudent method
into corresponding fUML model elements. The concepts on the
left hand side of the table refer to the terminology of the Java Lan-
guage Specification (JLS) [25], whereas in the right hand side are
corresponding concepts defined by the fUML metamodel [24]. In
this present work, the focus is set on behavioral aspects by cap-
italizing on the structural mapping realized in JUMP [6] and by
1http://www.cambridge.org/us/features/052182060X/
complementing it with new behavioral elements.
From a structural perspective, a method declared in Java cor-
responds to an operation in UML. In order to capture its behav-
ioral elements at model-level, it is also mapped to an activity that
is linked to the operation (see specification property). The
name of the activity is derived from the method signature. Further-
more, formal parameters and the return type defined by the method
signature are mapped to parameter nodes of the corresponding ac-
tivity. As an activity explicitly defines control nodes at which the
execution starts and ends when it is invoked, those nodes, i.e.,
InitialNode and FinalNode, are created by default for each
activity. If a FinalNode has been executed, the activity execu-
tion terminates. The activity also terminates if no activity node is
enabled anymore. After the termination, the activity execution col-
lects the object tokens residing on output activity parameter nodes
and provides them as output (see the student object).
A created instance variable (see the student instance) is map-
ped to an fUML action that creates an object (i.e., CreateOb-
jectAction). The action’s name and classifier are derived from
the type (Java class) that is instantiated. Additionally, an output
pin is created at which the action puts the instantiated object at
runtime. The instantiated object is distributed to possibly several
other actions via a fork node. It is connected to the action’s output
pin via an object flow edge. The latter ensures that the objects are
offered to the successor activity nodes once the current node has
been executed.
A method invocation is mapped to an fUML action for calling
operations (i.e., CallOperationAction). Its main properties
(i.e., name and operation) are derived from the signature of the
method that is invoked. Input pins and the respective object flow
edges are created for the target object of the invocation2 and for the
values passed to the parameters of the invoked method. Also, an
output pin is created if the invoked method returns a value.
A value assignment to a multi-valued Java variable (e.g., an ar-
ray of students) is mapped to a named fUML action that adds a
value to a structural feature3 (i.e., AddStructuralFeature-
Action). The latter is referenced accordingly by the action (see
its structuralFeature property). Again, input pins and the
respective object flow edges are created for the left hand side as
well as the right hand side of the assignment statement.
Finally, a ReadSelfAction along with an output pin are cre-
ated when Java’s “this” keyword is used to refer to the member of
the current object from within an instance method4.
4. fREX TOOLING IN ECLIPSE
The current implementation of the fREX framework relies on the
combined use and integration of several components (i.e., plugins)
from the Eclipse Modeling Project. For interoperability purposes,
all models created and handled by fREX are based on Eclipse Mod-
eling Framework (EMF)5. Moreover, the UML26 EMF-based refer-
ence implementation is used for representing the discovered (f)UML
models.
The initial low-level Java model discovery step (from a source
Java project) is automatically performed by reusing the correspond-
2Here, the assumption is that an instance (i.e., non-static) method
is invoked.
3The upper value of its multiplicity is assumed to be unbounded
(i.e., 0..*).
4The “this” keyword may not only be used in the context of a
method declaration but also a constructor declaration.
5https://eclipse.org/modeling/emf
6https://eclipse.org/modeling/mdt/?project=uml2
        
  Java Concept fUML Concept 
  MethodDeclaration md add Activity a   
      a.name = md.name   
      a.specification = -- infer respective Operation from structural part 
    ReturnType rt   add ActivityParameterNode rapn   
        rapn.name = "return"   
        rapn.type = rt.type   
        rapn.parameter = -- infer respective Paramter from structural part 
    FormalParamter fp   add ActivityParameterNode fapn   
        fapn.name = fp.name   
        fapn.type = fp.type   
        fapn.paramter = -- infer respective Paramter from structural part   
    Block b   add InitialNode in, FinalNode fn, StructuredActivityNode san   
    -- infer control flow from b.statements   
      VariableDeclaration vd, 
    ClassInstanceCreation cic  
    add CreateObjectAction createOA   
        createOA.name = vd.type.name   
        createOA.classifier = vd.type   
        add OutputPin op, ObjectFlow of, ForkNode fn   
          of.source = op, of.target = fn   
      MethodInvocation mi     add CallOperationAction callOA   
        callOA.name = mi.method.name   
        callOA.operation = mi.method   
        add InputPin ip, ObjectFlow of -- for target object, e.g., student 
        add InputPin ip, ObjectFlow of foreach 
                FormalParameter fp in mi.method 
          -- infer source and target of ObjectFlows 
        add OutputPin op for ReturnType rt in mi.method  
      Assignment a 
    switch(a.leftHandSide) 
    case: ArrayAccess 
   add AddStructuralFeatureValueAction asfva 
      asfva.name = -- infer name from left hand side 
      asfva.structuralFeature = -- infer feature from left hand side 
      add InputPin ip, ObjectFlow of for a.leftHandSide  
      add InputPin ip, ObjectFlow of for a.rightHandSide  
          -- infer source and target of ObjectFlows 
      ThisExpression     add ReadSelfAction rsa   
        rsa.name = "this"   
        add OutputPin op   
        
Table 1: Mapping between MiniJava and fUML
ing MoDisco7 component. Then, the previously introduced Java-
to-fUML mapping is implemented as the current version of our
transformer by using the ATL8 model-to-model transformation lan-
guage and tooling. As mentioned before, the extended fUML VM
developed in the Moliz9 project is utilized to provide the required
model execution capabilities. Finally, JUnit test cases have been
implemented to ensure that the produced fUML models behave (i.e.
execute) as expected.
We checked the completeness and correctness of our implemen-
tation, concerning both the model discovery/mapping and the model
understanding/execution steps, with the following practical testing
methodology: (i) develop Java examples that use the aforemen-
tioned Java structures, (ii) discover Java models from them, (iii)
transform these Java models into fUML ones, (iv) execute these
fUML models and the original Java code via unit tests, and (v)
compare the outputs produced by executing the fUML models and
the original Java code.
In addition to these core aspects, a couple of UI plugins provid-
ing fREX-specific contextual actions have also been implemented.
They offer to users simple ways of launching the different steps of
the reverse engineering process from the Eclipse workbench they
are familiar with.
The source code of the fREX implementation as well as a corre-
sponding demo/video (applying our testing methodology on a con-
crete example), is available at our project Web page [16].
5. APPLICATION SCENARIOS
7https://eclipse.org/MoDisco
8https://eclipse.org/atl
9http://www.modelexecution.org
Having fUML models that represent behavioral aspects of exist-
ing software, the way is paved for further software understanding
and analysis carried out directly at model-level. We describe in this
section some concrete scenarios practically (re)using these fUML
models. In order to give an initial impression of the applicability of
our fREX framework, we consider hereafter three main families of
model-based analysis techniques.
5.1 Model Refinement
A first way of dealing with the obtained fUML models is to refine
them using one or several model transformations. One of the objec-
tives may be to insert additional information into the fUML models,
possibly computed and/or coming from other models. Thus, in the
proposed framework we are able to complement the initially gen-
erated fUML models by using runtime information coming from
the trace models produced by the fUML VM (cf. the one from
our example in Figure 2). Other interesting refinements could be
achieved too at fUML-level. For example, transformations could
be proposed in order to explore automatically, based on model ex-
ecutions, the refinement of associations into bi-directional associ-
ations or compositions with more accurate multiplicity constraints
in the fUML models. This requires an analysis of the execution
traces to observe if changes on one of the two potential unidirec-
tional associations are always replicated on the other, suggesting
that they are indeed representing the same concept. We have al-
ready implemented a first version of such a fUML model-to-model
transformation for exploration purposes.
5.2 Model Slicing
The obtained models convey many types of information that are
more explicit than in source code, e.g., associations between classes
as discussed before. However they may not scale well in some
cases, notably when the volume of represented information be-
comes too large. Thus, model-based slicing techniques [3] can help
in capturing only relevant parts of a larger model for a given pur-
pose. The class diagram depicted in our example can already be
considered as a slice because it shows a reduced part of the whole
university information system. With the dynamic approach in our
framework, slices can be produced that contain only model ele-
ments required for a specific execution, e.g., creating a student en-
tity, facilitating the comprehension of the parts of the model be-
havior relevant to specific functionalities. Complementary to this,
model slicing could be extended by chaining different transforma-
tions computing distinct slices. For instance, in a first step, models
capturing behavioral aspects are sliced according to a given slicing
criterion. Then, in a second step, the structure influenced by the
execution of the sliced behavior may be obtained. The latter can
be achieved by computing a model slice according to the type in-
formation of the produced objects. Additionally, these slices may
be propagated again to other UML viewpoints such as architectural
ones (e.g., in UML component diagrams).
5.3 View Generation
Generating different useful views on existing software is one
of the major purposes in reverse engineering [11]. A view en-
ables turning the focus on certain concerns where a pertinent view-
point specifies the conventions for representing such a view. As
our approach relies on fUML and as its parent (i.e., UML) is a
multi-viewpoint language, several interesting views are naturally
conceivable for our example. For instance, in order to represent
high-level interactions relevant in the context of creating a stu-
dent in the university information system, a dedicated view based
on UML sequence diagrams may be produced using trace analy-
sis techniques, e.g., cf. [8] by converting the fUML VM produced
traces to UML sequence diagrams. Deriving partial (and usually
more abstract) representations of the software behavior would al-
low the right amount of information to be conveyed to each stake-
holder involved in the system. Finally, we also foresee the potential
application of domain-specific languages for behavioral analysis,
highlighting aspects which are not straightforward to represent in
pure UML models. To this intent, more generic (in the sense of
metamodel-independent) model view approaches that allow relat-
ing together models which conform to different metamodels could
be reused, e.g., cf. [10].
6. RELATED WORK
In this section, we consider three main lines of research related to
our ongoing work on fREX. At first, we discuss existing approaches
for representing software behavior in terms of models. As we pro-
pose an automated approach for discovering fUML models from
application code, we then compare fREX to existing reverse engi-
neering approaches with a particular emphasis on systematic map-
pings between Java and UML (from both a reverse and forward en-
gineering perspective). Finally, we discuss how fREX differs from
existing approaches supporting dynamic analysis.
6.1 Modeling Software Behavior
As mentioned in the introduction, there are already significant re-
sults as far as modeling structural aspects of software is concerned.
However, there has been less initiatives really focusing on mod-
eling precisely software behaviors. In addition to fUML, which
we have already deeply discussed in this paper, Micro-KDM [26]
is also capable of representing application behavior in a language-
independent way at model-level. However, there is currently no ex-
plicit semantic specification and execution engine for Micro-KDM.
Another possibility would be to extend other languages used for
measurement and metric calculation such as the FAMIX language
from Moose [13] or M3 [4] developed within the OSSMETER pro-
ject10 with an action language such as the one already provided by
fUML. In all mentioned cases, more reverse engineering support
is still required in order to automatically obtain relevant and valid
behavioral models from already existing source code.
6.2 Model-based Reverse Engineering
Generally, the elaboration of mappings between programming
and modeling languages such as Java and UML is not new in soft-
ware engineering [6, 14, 18, 19, 23, 28]. For instance, round-trip
engineering for UML and Java has been extensively studied in the
context of the development of FUJABA [23]. However, only a few
approaches [15, 17, 29] have been considering UML activity dia-
grams for the purpose of expressing application behavior at model-
level. These approaches focus on forward engineering as they use
Java as the output language and their mapping (from UML) is en-
coded by code generators. The base of such mappings may also
be reusable in a reverse engineering context (such as ours), but
they would have to be complemented to express concepts such as
ControlFlow and ObjectFlow that are not explicitly repre-
sented in the application code. The difference between existing
approaches that deal with reverse engineering of activity diagrams
from application code [20] and our approach is that their proposed
tooling is strongly language and visualization-oriented, while we
follow a more generic approach targeting model execution. In our
case, models are discovered solely by static analysis, whereas in
the work of Martinez et al. [21] rather dynamic analysis techniques
10http://www.ossmeter.org
are employed. They produce an activity diagram capturing a cer-
tain execution path, while we obtain a representation of the overall
behavior independently from any execution scenario. Carrying out
execution at model-level to provide dynamic analysis, we thus aim
for more completeness during the whole reverse engineering and
analysis process.
6.3 Model-based Dynamic Analysis
Finally, from a software analysis perspective, there is already a
significant body of work [12] that covers different techniques and
tools [11]. Existing approaches that support dynamic analysis typ-
ically gather runtime information directly at code-level, based on
which the analysis is then carried out. Many of these approaches
use UML(-like) representations to capture actual analysis results in
terms of models. For instance, the UML sequence diagram is often
used in the context of execution trace analysis. Our approach is dif-
ferent as we aim at performing the full dynamic analysis at model-
level, in particular on top of previously discovered fUML models.
Such models are more expressive compared to program code in
several respects (e.g., different kinds of relationships, precise mul-
tiplicities, explicit control flow and data flow) which is beneficial
for realizing more powerful dynamic analysis tools. Clearly, this
additional information could be inferred from program code as the
latter is also the basis for our reverse engineering step. However,
once the model-level has been reached, analysis tools working at
this level can directly benefit from these richer model-based rep-
resentations as well as from the large ecosystem of model-based
techniques and tools.
7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have presented an MDRE approach enabling
the representation and dynamic analysis of existing software behav-
iors. The proposed framework mainly relies on the use of fUML
as a pivot language for representing application behavior and on
its associated VM for executability purposes. The overall idea is to
fully perform the behavioral analysis at model-level, thus benefiting
from interesting characteristics in terms of genericity, reusability,
extensibility, and non-intrusiveness. Generally, we believe our ap-
proach is particularly useful when (i) analyzing dynamic aspects of
existing software is required in a given reverse engineering process
and (ii) input software employs a variety of languages/platforms,
which makes it unfeasible (or too costly) to get specific analysis
techniques for each of them. In this context, available models
and/or model-based techniques can be reused extensively. The first
obtained results are promising but several open challenges remain,
e.g., as far as the scenarios proposed in Section 5 are concerned.
Obviously, the scope can also be extended to other practical ap-
plications such as workload extraction in large-scale database sys-
tems, for instance. We plan to tackle these challenges progressively
in the next steps of our work.
Notably, the mapping from Java to fUML revealed interesting
findings from an fUML perspective. Several aspects of the Java lan-
guage are currently challenging to be represented by fUML mod-
els such as dynamic dispatching, generics (for classes and inter-
faces), exceptions and assertions, external libraries, Java Native In-
terface (JNI) and corresponding reflection aspects. These concepts
or equivalent ones are currently not directly supported by fUML.
Thus, in the future, we plan to explore how fUML may be ex-
tended to provide a more complete set of concepts which can in
turn be used to map more programming language concepts directly
to fUML. In particular, we plan to investigate on how the mapping
between annotations at code-level and model-level can be extended
in order to incorporate also behavioral aspects. Our current idea is
to exploit automatically discovered UML profiles providing corre-
sponding annotation stereotypes [6], which include also behavioral
aspects in a form that they are directly usable by the fUML VM for
execution purposes.
Furthermore, the current version of the fREX framework only
comes with single language support so far, i.e., for Java via our
proposed Java-to-fUML mapping. On one hand, this mapping and
implementing model transformation still need to be improved to
support more and more (behavioral) aspects of the complete Java
language (and not restricted to MiniJava). On the other hand, for
validation purposes, it would be very interesting to enlarge the
scope of the framework by covering another widely used object-
oriented language, such as C# or C++ for instance. Eventually, for
the sake of completeness, the study may also be extended to a few
non object-oriented programming languages whenever relevant and
possible. Thus, as mentioned in introduction of this paper, the capa-
bility to reverse engineer multiple programs written with different
languages into a single fUML model (at a same abstraction level)
is a relevant aspect to study deeper in the future. Moreover, a com-
parison with OMG’s Knowledge Discovery Metamodel (KDM) [2]
may be conducted to explore the pros and cons of using either UML
or KDM to represent existing software at model-level.
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